Family Support at BPC

Joyce Orlowski
jorlowski@eriemha.org

Joyce is a family member providing family support at the Buffalo Psychiatric Center. She works at the Mental Health Association of Erie County, Inc (MHA) and also provides family support at Erie County Medical Center (ECMC). Joyce is a member of NAMI Buffalo (National Alliance on Mental illness) and also volunteers at BPC’s Center for Self Discovery.

She is present at the Strozzi building a few hours a week to provide support while your family member is hospitalized. Joyce and the family support partners at the Mental Health Association are available to provide support after discharge as well. They can help link you to community resources and support groups.

Joyce has a son that was hospitalized at ECMC and Buffalo Psychiatric Center. She understands the concerns you may have as a parent and/or family member.

The MHA of Erie County collaborates with family support programs throughout the 19 counties of Western New York and can link families to those programs.

You may contact Joyce directly to talk at the MHA: 716-886-1242 ext.332, or the BPC: 716-816-2238. Her room is located at 138S in the Strozzi Building on the first floor.

Hope sees the invisible, feels the intangible and achieves the impossible.
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